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We constrain CP -violating charged and neutral anomalous triple gauge couplings using LHC measure-
ments and projections of diboson and VBF V jj production, both with subsequent leptonic decays. For 
triple gauge couplings involving W bosons we analyse differential asymmetries and interpret our results 
in the SMEFT at dimension-six. For neutral triple gauge couplings, which are dominantly constrained 
by high transverse-momentum bins, we present the resulting bounds in terms of a general anomalous 
couplings framework.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
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1. Introduction

The observation of the Higgs boson in 2012 [1,2] has been a 
milestone in the confirmation of electroweak symmetry breaking 
(EWSB). Since, apart from fixing the Higgs couplings, the mech-
anism of EWSB also predicts the interactions of the electroweak 
gauge bosons, precise measurements of the triple gauge couplings 
(TGCs) play a crucial role in experimentally testing the SM. CP -
violating interactions of the gauge bosons are of particular rele-
vance in this regard, since they provide additional sources of CP
violation, necessary to describe, for example, electroweak baryoge-
nesis [3–7].

In our work, we study CP -odd anomalous triple gauge cou-
plings involving two (charged) W bosons, W W Z and W W γ , as 
well as interactions of neutral gauge bosons, Z Z Z , Z Zγ and Zγ γ , 
which are completely absent in the SM. For charged anomalous 
triple gauge couplings, we consider constraints from the measure-
ment of the channels W W → ��′νν [8], W Z → �+�−�±ν [9], 
W γ → �±νγ [10], as well as Z j j → �+�− j j [11] and W jj → �ν j j
production [12]. To describe small deviations from the Standard 
Model (SM) values of the charged TGCs in a model-independent 
fashion, we will use the language of Standard Model Effective Field 
Theory (SMEFT) [13–17], where CP -odd SMEFT operators influ-
encing the charged TGCs appear at dimension six. Constraints on 
these operators have been studied and constrained in Higgs bo-
son [18–23] and diboson production processes [24–28] as well as 
vector boson scattering [29]. Recently, CP violation in diboson pro-
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duction has also been studied in Ref. [30]. We consider the same 
experimental inputs, but our analysis differs in the selection of ob-
servables sensitive to CP violation, using differential asymmetries 
rather than complete differential distributions, reducing both ex-
perimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties. Our study pro-
vides an independent confirmation of the results found in Ref. [30]
using SHERPA for the generation of both the SM as well as the be-
yond SM events, and they also serve as independent validation of 
the implementation of this sector in SHERPA.

For neutral anomalous triple gauge couplings we consider con-
straints from the Z Z → 4� and 2�2ν final states [31,32] as well 
as Zγ → 2�γ and 2νγ production channels [33,34]. Due to the 
dominance of squared neutral triple gauge coupling (nTGC) contri-
butions compared to the polarization-suppressed (linear) interfer-
ence with the SM [25,35,36], we investigate their effects on the 
cross section in the high-pT regime, rather than studying asym-
metries.

2. Charged aTGC

SMEFT [13–17] provides a versatile framework to describe small 
deviations from the SM, such as those induced by anomalous triple 
gauge couplings. We restrict our analysis to dimension-six opera-
tors leading to CP violation in diboson production through a direct 
modification of the γ W W and Z W W interactions. In the War-
saw basis [15], there are two operators which directly affect these 
vertices and the effective Lagrangian is given by

L = LSM + cW̃

�2
OW̃ + cH W̃ B

�2
OH W̃ B , (1)
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Fig. 1. �φ j j distribution for the Z j j analysis.

where LSM is the SM Lagrangian, � denotes the new physics scale 
and the ci are the Wilson coefficients of the operators

OW̃ = ε I J K W̃ Iν
μ W Jρ

ν W Kμ
ρ ,

OH W̃ B = H†τ I H W̃ I
μν Bμν .

(2)

The operator OH W̃ B also affects Higgs-gauge couplings and its 
Wilson coefficient can thus be constrained independently through 
Higgs sector observables.

In the following, we calculate and combine the constraints on 
the Wilson coefficients cH W̃ B and cW̃ from W W , W Z , W γ and 
VBF Z j j and W jj production at the LHC. For each considered chan-
nel i, we study the differential distributions of an angle ζi which is 
defined from the triple products or, equivalently, the difference in 
azimuthal angle of the rapidity-ordered final-state (pseudo-)parti-
cles k and l, e.g. �φkl ∝ sin−1((�pk − �pl)z (�pk × �pl)z). The operators 
OW̃ and OH W̃ B produce modulations in these distributions. As an 
example, we display the �φ j j distribution for the two tagging jets 
in Z j j production in Fig. 1.

We divide each of these �φ distributions into six pairs of bins 
using the boundaries ±[0, 1

4 , 1
2 , 3

4 , 7
8 , 15

16 , 1] · π and construct six 
asymmetries Aij between the number N of events in correspond-
ing bins at positive or negative �φ, i.e. we compare the number 
of events in the bin [−π

4 , 0] with the number of events in the bin 
[0, π4 ] and so on:

Aij = Ni,− j − Ni,+ j

Ni,− j + Ni,+ j
,

i = W W , W Z , W γ , Z j j, W jj, j = 1, . . . , 6 .

(3)

In the above, Ni, j corresponds to number of events in bin j of the 
�φ distribution for channel i. The resulting differential asymme-
tries Aij are defined such that they vanish exactly for the SM and 
SM backgrounds, where no CP violation is present.1 As a reference, 
we display the asymmetries generated by cW̃ in the Z j j channel 
and by cH W̃ B in the W γ channel in Fig. 2. For the Z j j channel 
large asymmetries are generated which come with rather large un-
certainties, while for the W γ channel both the asymmetries and 
their uncertainties are smaller. The inclusion of bin-wise asymme-
tries, which we use here for the first time, with respect to global 
asymmetries over the full �φ range has the advantage that more 
than one direction in the cW̃ -cH W̃ B plane can be tested. More-
over, this allows us to trade off better statistics for larger generated 
asymmetries in a constrained phase-space region, compare Fig. 2. 
Generally, an advantage of asymmetries is that systematic uncer-
tainties largely cancel in the ratio. Since the limits are therefore 

1 The CP violation present in the SM has been checked to be negligible for the 
range of observables and coefficients considered in this letter.

Fig. 2. Dominant bin-wise asymmetries as defined in Eq. (3) for the Z j j (top) and 
the W γ (bottom) channels. The shaded bands reflect the 2σ uncertainty band on 
the asymmetry from statistics and background subtraction. The selected channels 
result in the strongest bounds on cW̃ and cH W̃ B respectively. The global asymmetry, 
which is not used in this paper, is defined using the full �φ phase space.

entirely determined by the statistical uncertainties, we do not con-
sider any systematic uncertainties here. The only exemption from 
this are uncertainties from background subtraction which can be 
relevant for channels with a small signal-over-background ratio. 
For channels with S/B < 1, we take therefore into account the un-

certainty from background subtraction as σ bkg
Aij

=
√

Nbkg
i j /Nsig

i j . For 
the W Z , W γ and W W channels, for which S/B > 1, we have 
explicitly checked that including the background uncertainty will 
influence the limits deduced by no more than 3 %, 12 % and 20 %
respectively.

We generate events at leading order (LO) with SHERPA-2.2.10 [37,
38] with the default NNPDF30_nnlo_as_0118 parton distribu-
tion function [39] from LHAPDF 6.2.1 [40]; matrix elements are cal-
culated with COMIX [41] and parton showered with CSSHOWER [42]. 
QED corrections are effected through a YFS soft-photon resum-
mation [43,44]. For multi-parton interactions, hadronization, and 
subsequent hadron decays we use the SHERPA default settings. EFT 
contributions are generated using the SMEFTsim model [45] in 
SHERPA through its UFO [46] interface [47]. We consider the in-
terference of the SM with the dimension-six operator only and 
neglect contributions from the squares of dimension-six terms.

In each channel, we normalize the SM cross section to the 
experimentally observed cross section and assume identical nor-
malization factors for the SM and the EFT contributions. To take 
into account detector effects, we include a flat detector efficiency 
which we deduce from the ratio of the predicted cross section and 
the predicted number of events provided by the experimental col-
laborations εdet = Nevents, pred/(σpred Lint).

W W production For W W production, we consider an asymmetry 
in the sine of the difference of the azimuthal angles φ of the two 
final state leptons ordered by their pseudorapidity, ζW W = �φ�� . 
We make use of the existing RIVET [48] analysis to reproduce the 
experimental cuts and normalize the SHERPA cross section to the 
measured value of σfid,EW = 379.1 ± 27.1 fb [8]. The detector effi-
ciency is deduced from the difference between the predicted cross 
section and the predicted number of events εdet = 0.61. Since the 
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signal-over-background ratio S/B > 1, we can safely neglect the 
uncertainty from background subtraction.

W Z production For W Z production, the CP -sensitive observable 
considered is ζW Z = �φZ�′ , where �′ denotes the lepton from the 
decay of the W boson and Z denotes the reconstructed Z boson 
from the same-flavor-opposite-sign lepton pair. We normalize the 
SHERPA cross section to the measured value of σfid,EW = 254.7 ±
11.5 fb [9] and assume a detector efficiency of εdet = 0.52. Since 
the signal-over-background ratio S/B > 1, we can safely neglect 
the background contributions.

W γ production For W γ production in the �νγ final state we 
define the CP sensitive observable ζW γ = �φγ � , where � and γ
denote the lepton from the W boson decay and of the photon, re-
spectively. CMS has performed an analysis for W γ production at 
13 TeV for an integrated luminosity of L = 127.1 fb−1 [10]. Includ-
ing the decay of the W boson, the analysis has measured a cross 
section of σfid = (3.32 ± 0.16) pb. We implemented the experi-
mental cuts in RIVET and normalized the cross section after cuts to 
this value. From the expected number of signal events and the ex-
pected cross section, we deduce a detector efficiency of εdet = 0.59. 
For W γ production, the signal-over-background ratio after cuts 
is S/B ≈ 0.54 and we therefore explicitly take the uncertainty 
from background subtraction into consideration. Since the dom-
inant background contributions arise from experimental effects 
such as nonprompt leptons and photons and e-induced photons, 
it is difficult to estimate their shape. For this reason, we assume 
the background shape to closely follow the signal shape in �φγ � .

Z j j production In vector boson fusion Z j j production, CP viola-
tion in the Z W W and γ W W couplings causes modulations in 
the �φ j j distribution of the η-ordered jets, see Fig. 1. We nor-
malize the SHERPA cross section to the measured value of σfid,EW =
37.4 ± 6.5 fb [11] and take into account a factor of εdet = 0.85
for detector effects. Since S/B ≈ 0.59, we consider the uncertainty 
from background subtraction using the �φ j j distribution for the 
background as given in the experimental reference.

W jj production For VBF W jj production, we again base our anal-
ysis on the �φ j j distribution of the η-ordered jets. On top of the 
baseline selection used in Ref. [12], we apply a stricter cut on 
the invariant mass of the tagging jets m jj > 1100 GeV, resulting 
in a signal-over-background ratio of S/B ≈ 0.13. For the back-
ground, we have generated the dominant QCD W jj contribution 
with SHERPA to obtain the shape. We normalize the event num-
bers to match the predicted number of total signal and background 
events in Ref. [12] rescaled by the luminosity.

Combination We combine the constraints on the Wilson coeffi-
cients from measurements of the W W , W Z , W γ , Z j j and W jj
channels in a χ2 analysis. Since systematic uncertainties cancel 
out in our observables, we do not need to consider correlations 
between uncertainties of the different channels and directly calcu-
late the χ2 from the differential asymmetries Aij via

χ2 =
∑
i, j

(Aij − 0.)2

σ 2
Aij

,

i = W W , W Z , W γ , Z j j, W jj, j = 1, . . . , 6 ,

(4)

where σAij denotes the combined statistical uncertainty from sig-
nal and background on the asymmetry in bin j of channel i. Given 
that the expected number of events is larger than 20 in all bins 
and for all considered channels, we can safely assume them to fol-
low a Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 3. Combination of the 95% CL limits from W W , W Z , W γ and Z j j production 
after LHC Run II (Lint = 139 fb−1, top) and after the HL-LHC (Lint = 3000 fb−1, 
bottom). The limits from W Z production are too weak to be visible in the plots.

We present the expected results for LHC Run II with an in-
tegrated luminosity of Lint = 139 fb−1 as well as prospects for 
the high luminosity LHC with an integrated luminosity Lint =
3000 fb−1 in Fig. 3. The strongest constraints result from W γ pro-
duction for cH W̃ B and from the Z j j and W jj channels for cW̃ . Our 
bounds approximately agree with those presented in Ref. [30].2

Some differences occur due to the inclusion of detector inefficien-
cies. For the W γ channel, we benefit from being able to recast an 
existing 13 TeV analysis rather than relying on assumptions for the 
cuts. Therefore, the cross section used for this channel is a factor 
10 smaller in our analysis than assumed in Ref. [30].

Our limit on cH W̃ B is much stronger than the bound resulting 
from Higgs observables. At 3000 fb−1 luminosity the expected lim-
its are |cH W̃ B |/�2 < 3.1 TeV−2 from Higgs WBF+γ production [23]
and |cH W̃ B |/�2 < 1.5 TeV−2 from standard Higgs production pro-
cesses [20] respectively compared to |cH W̃ B |/�2 < 0.04 TeV−2 for 
this analysis of diboson observables. A fit combination of Higgs 
and diboson observables could in turn further improve the lim-
its on other Wilson coefficients currently constrained from Higgs 
observables, cHG̃ , cH W̃ and cH B̃ . The Wilson coefficient of the 
operator OW̃ is constrained to |cW̃ |/�2 < 0.02 TeV−2 in our fit. 
High-luminosity LHC projections for diboson plus vector boson 
scattering data using distributions up to high-pT instead of actual 
CP -sensitive observables find competitive constraints [29], further 
highlighting the necessity to combine fits of all available LHC data 
sets.

3. Neutral aTGCs

Neutral triple gauge couplings are absent in the SM at LO. 
Therefore, the observation of these couplings would be a clear hint 
for physics beyond the SM [49]. The most general parametriza-
tion of nTGCs in Z Z and Zγ production is given by [50], cf. 
also [35,51,52],

2 Notice that our paper has a sign difference for the operator cH W̃ B with respect 
to Ref. [30] and Ref. [11]. We have validated our results by detailed comparison 
with MadGraph, with identical results. The one-parameter limits presented are not 
affected by the sign change.
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L = LSM + e

M2
Z

[
− [ f γ

4 (∂μF μβ) + f Z
4 (∂μ Zμβ)]Zα(∂α Zβ)

+ [ f γ
5 (∂σ Fσμ) + f Z

5 (∂σ Zσμ)] Z̃μβ Zβ

− [hγ
1 (∂σ Fσμ) + hZ

1 (∂σ Zσμ)]Zβ F μβ

− [hγ
3 (∂σ F σρ) + hZ

3 (∂σ Zσρ)]Zα F̃ρα

− 1

M2
Z

{
hγ

2 [∂α∂β∂ρ Fρμ] + hZ
2 [∂α∂β(�+ M2

Z )Zμ]
}

Zα F μβ

+ 1

2M2
Z

{
hγ

4 [� ∂σ F ρα] + hZ
4 [(�+ M2

Z )∂σ Zρα]
}

Zσ F̃ρα

]
.

(5)

Non-zero coefficients f V
4 , hV

1 and hV
2 lead to CP -violating in-

teractions, while the coefficients f V
5 , hV

3 and hV
4 parametrize CP -

conserving Z Z Z , Z Zγ and Zγ γ interactions. In the SM, all hi and 
f i are zero at tree level. At the one-loop level, however, the CP -
conserving couplings f5, h3 and h4, receive non-zero contributions 
with relative sizes at the order of O(10−4) [53].

In contrast to charged TGCs, neutral TGCs can currently only be 
constrained to a regime where the quadratic terms clearly dom-
inate over the linear interference terms with the SM, which are 
suppressed by the allowed polarizations of the gauge bosons. As 
a result, bounds on CP -violating neutral triple gauge couplings 
(nTGCs) stem primarily from their effect on the cross section in 
the high-pT regime and they do not come from CP -sensitive ob-
servables [25,35,36]. In this section, we will therefore study the 
enhancement of relevant cross sections in high-momentum bins 
of kinematic distributions rather than CP asymmetries. In partic-
ular, we will study the high-pT regime of the distributions of p��

T
in Z Z production as well as ET ,γ in Zγ production. Bounds on 
nTGCs have previously been discussed for the LHC [25,35,36,54]
as well as for future lepton [55,56] and proton colliders [57–59]. 
Since both the bounds on the coefficients of CP -violating interac-
tions and their CP -conserving counterparts ( f V

4 ↔ f V
5 , hV

1 ↔ hV
3 , 

hV
2 ↔ hV

4 ) result from their quadratic effect on the cross section in 
the high-pT regime, their limits are typically very similar.

Neutral triple gauge couplings do not appear at the dimension-
six level in the SMEFT. They are, however, induced at dimension-
eight [54] ( f V

4 , f γ
5 , hV

1 , hZ
3 ) or even higher dimension. While 

an interpretation of nTGCs in SMEFT at dimension-eight is there-
fore possible, the clear dominance of the quadratic terms over 
the dimension-eight interference terms renders the interpretation 
cumbersome and possibly flawed. Consequently, we will rely on 
the parametrization given in Eq. (5).

Events for the analysis of neutral anomalous gauge couplings 
are generated at leading order using the native SM+AGC model in 
SHERPA-2.1.1 [37] as well as an implementation in a UFO model [38,
47,60]. Event generation includes both the suppressed and mostly 
negligible interference with the SM model as well as the squared 
nTGC contributions.

Z Z production We study Z Z production in its leptonic 4� [31] and 
2�2ν [32] final states. The measured cross sections in the fidu-
cial regions of these channels are σ4� = (46.2 ± 2.4) fb [31] and 
σ2�2ν = (25.4 ± 1.7) fb [32], respectively. In both cases, we use 
the p��

T distributions to constrain the nTGC; in the 4� final state 
we use the two leptons of the leading reconstructed Z boson. To 
facilitate direct comparison with published data, we employ the 
binning used by the experimental collaborations for their luminos-
ity projections.

In our event generation, we include the LO gg and qq initial 
state contributions for Z Z production. The effect of nTGCs is, how-
ever, only included for the qq initial state which makes up for 
about 90% of the total number of events. NNLO QCD and NLO EW 

Table 1
Expected limits on nTGCs for the combination of the Z Z → 4� and Z Z → 2�2ν
analyses at different luminosities. The limits on the parameters f V

5 which lead to 
CP -conserving interactions are equivalent to those on their CP -violating counter-
parts. In the two bottom rows, we present the limits assuming that the relative 
systematic uncertainties in each bin have been halved with respect to the value 
quoted by the experimental collaborations at 36.1 fb−1.

lumi [fb−1] | f γ
4 | · 104 | f Z

4 | · 104

139 11. 9.1
300 9.1 7.7
3000 7.2 6.1

300 (σsyst/2) 8.2 7.0
3000 (σsyst/2) 5.3 4.5

corrections for the events are included through bin-by-bin k fac-
tors, assuming the same values for SM and BSM contributions. 
These are deduced from the ratio of the LO results with respect 
to the most precise SHERPA prediction available. The total num-
ber of events in each bin i is given by NSHERPA

i = Nqq
i + N gg

i =
εdet

i Lint (σ
qq,NLO
i + 1.67 σ gg

i ), where the gg contribution is cor-
rected by a relative k factor of 1.67. Detector effects are accounted 
for through bin-by-bin detector efficiency factors εdet

i for the 4�

final state (ranging between 0.57 and 0.69) by comparing the ex-
pected cross sections with the expected number of events in each 
bin. For the 2�2ν analysis, where the unfolded cross section is 
given in the experimental reference, we use a global detector effi-
ciency of εdet = 0.57.

To set limits on the nTGCs, we perform a χ2 analysis for each 
bin in the two available p��

T distributions,

χ2 =
∑

i∈bins

(Ndata
i − Npred

i )2

Ndata
i + (σ

syst
i )2

, (6)

where Ndata
i and Npred

i denote the number of observed and pre-

dicted events in each bin and σ syst
i is their systematic uncertainty. 

For both analysis channels, the constraints on nTGCs stem almost 
entirely from the last bin, i.e. p��

T ∈ [555, 3000] GeV in 4� final 
state and p��

T ∈ [350, 1000] GeV in the 2�2ν final state.
To validate our analysis, we have explicitly checked that we can 

reproduce the limits on f V
i presented by the experimental col-

laborations [31,32] for a luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 at the 15% level. 
Deviations from those limits can be fully explained by the use of 
different Monte Carlo generators and the fact that we only know 
the global detector acceptance rather than a bin-by-bin value for 
the 2�2ν final state.

Combining the limits from the 4� and 2�2ν final states for a 
luminosity of 3000 fb−1, we find 95 % CL bounds of

| f γ
4 | < 7.2 · 10−4 , | f Z

4 | < 6.1 · 10−4 , (7)

for the parameters inducing CP -violating interactions when con-
straining one parameter at a time. Since the linear interference 
contributions are not statistically relevant, we display the limit on 
the absolute values of the parameters instead of presenting sepa-
rated upper and lower 95 % CL limits. We collect projected limits 
at different luminosities in Table 1. As expected, the limits on 
the parameters f V

5 which lead to CP -conserving interactions are 
equivalent to those of its CP -violating counterparts f V

4 . Our com-
bined 139 fb−1 limits approximately agree with those found by 
CMS for LHC Run-II in the 4� final state [61], which however draws 
most of its sensitivity from an overflow bin, mZ Z > 1300 GeV.

Had we included the overflow in the last bin instead of keeping 
to the binning used by the experimental collaborations, the ob-
tained limits would have tightened by � 20 %. We generally avoid 
including the overflow in our last bins, however, to make sure that 
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Table 2
Expected limits on nTGCs for the combination of the Zγ → 2�γ and Zγ → 2νγ
analyses at different luminosities. In the two bottom rows, we present the limits 
assuming that the relative systematic uncertainties in each bin have been halved 
with respect to the value quoted by the experimental collaborations.

lumi [fb−1] 104 |hγ
1 | 104 |hZ

1 | 107 |hγ
2 | 107 |hZ

2 |
139 3.6 3.2 8.1 8.1
300 3.2 2.9 7.3 7.2
3000 2.7 2.4 6.1 6.1

300 (σsyst/2) 2.7 2.4 6.1 6.1
3000 (σsyst/2) 2.0 1.8 4.5 4.4

all considered events lie in a kinematic regime for which the de-
tector is well understood. In addition, using constrained last bins 
circumvents potential issues when translating the limits to other 
frameworks such as EFTs.

Zγ production We study Zγ production in the leptonic 2�γ [33]
and 2νγ final states [34] to constrain the CP -odd interactions in-
duced by hV

1 and hV
2 , compare Eq. (5). The measured inclusive 

cross section for 2�γ final state is σ2�γ = (1065.4 ± 23.5) fb [33]. 
For the analysis of the 2νγ final state which vetoes additional jets, 
the measured cross section is σ2νγ = (52.4 ± 4.8) fb [34]. We as-
sume a detector efficiency of εdet

2�γ = 0.54 for the 2�γ channel and 
εdet

2νγ = 0.89 for the 2νγ channel. NNLO QCD and NLO EW correc-
tions are again included through bin-by-bin k factors by rescaling 
to the predictions in Refs. [33,34].

To calculate and combine the limits from Zγ , we again add up 
χ2 for each bin in the ET ,γ distribution, see Eq. (6), using the bin-
ning given in the corresponding experimental references excluding 
overflow bins. Our last bins, which have the greatest sensitivity 
to the nTGCs, range from ET ,γ ∈ [500, 1200] GeV for 2�γ and 
ET ,γ ∈ [600, 1100] GeV for the 2νγ analysis. As we will point out 
below, including the overflow in the last bin has a severe impact 
on the limits on hV

2 . To validate our analysis, we have explicitly 
checked that we can reproduce the expected limits of the analy-
sis of the 2νγ final state at a luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 [34] when 
including the overflow in the last bin.

Combining the limits from the 2�γ and 2νγ final states for a 
luminosity of 3000 fb−1, we find 95 % CL one-parameter bounds of

|hγ
1 | < 2.7 · 10−4 , |hZ

1 | < 2.4 · 10−4 ,

|hγ
2 | < 6.1 · 10−7 , |hZ

2 | < 6.1 · 10−7 ,
(8)

for the CP -odd nTGCs. These values assume the same relative 
systematic uncertainties as in the experimental references at 
36.1 fb−1 and 139 fb−1. Including the overflow in the last bin, 
the limits on hV

1 tighten by ∼ 20 %. On the other hand, the lim-
its on hV

2 are much more severely affected; they are approximately 
halved when including the overflow in the last bin. This implies 
that care has to be taken when translating limits based on an anal-
ysis including the overflow bin such as Ref. [34] into, for instance, 
an EFT framework. We collect the limits for other luminosities in 
Table 2. Since for higher luminosities and a fixed binning the un-
certainty on the last bin quickly becomes dominated by systematic 
effects, we also present limits assuming systematic uncertainties 
are reduced by a factor of two. Because the limits on CP -even nT-
GCs are roughly equivalent to those on their CP -odd counterparts 
we do not present them explicitly here.

4. Conclusions and outlook

We have studied the constraints on CP -odd anomalous triple 
gauge couplings from diboson production.

For the TGCs involving W bosons, we have analysed differential 
asymmetries in CP -sensitive observables based on �φ and present 

our results in the SMEFT framework at dimension-six. Marginaliz-
ing over the second Wilson coefficient, we can constrain the co-
efficients to |cH W̃ B |/�2 < 0.04 TeV−2 and |cW̃ |/�2 < 0.02 TeV−2

at 3000 fb−1. The strongest limits stem from the analysis of W γ , 
W jj and Z j j production. The improved limits on the coefficient 
cH W̃ B with respect to limits resulting from Higgs observables, mo-
tivates a combination of Higgs, vector boson scattering and diboson 
data for a combined fit of CP -violating operators.

To constrain neutral triple gauge couplings, we combined the 
bounds from the leptonic decay channels of Z Z and Zγ pro-
duction. The most severe limits are obtained from the high-pT

regimes of differential distributions instead of CP -sensitive observ-
ables due to vanishingly small SM–New Physics interference terms. 
The resulting combined limits on CP -odd interactions at 3000 fb−1

are | f Z
4 | < 7.2 · 10−4, | f γ

4 | < 6.1 · 10−4 from Z Z production and 
|hγ

1 | < 2.7 · 10−4, |hZ
1 | < 2.4 · 10−4, |hγ

2 |, |hZ
2 | < 6.1 · 10−7 from 

Zγ production. Limits on hV
2 are significantly tighter when in-

cluding the overflow above ∼ 1 TeV in the last bin. This should be 
taken into account when translating these limits to an EFT frame-
work.

In summary, we presented expected limits on CP -odd anoma-
lous triple gauge couplings for future runs of the LHC and thereby 
provided bounds on additional sources of CP -violation in the SM.
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